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Intro
Agenda
- New feature survey
- Free E-learning on the Enfocus website
- Print17 update
Printer Pairs
Split Pages and re-order Printers Pairs into single pages in the correct order
Pre-configured action lists for 4pp-36pp in 4 page increments
Clean up clicks for black only files
Overview of some options for cleaning up black only files
Tips for improving color to black and white color conversions
A few ideas on how to improve conversions
Standard Action Lists - Layers
An overview of standard Action Lists and layers in general
- Layers within PDF are not the same as layers in Indesign and illustrator
Select an object(s) and right click to assign them to an existing layer or newly
create a layer and assign the objects to that
Showing that an object can be assigned to more than one layer
General discussion about what you can use layers for, including layer properties
Controlling the Initial view with layers (howthe PDF views when it opens)
- how to adjust the ‘initial view’
- also discuss the ‘Print State’
- How does Apple Preview display layers?
Customer question: Could you use layers for working with a clearcoat ink
as used by some modern digital presses?
Absolutely, it’s a perfect case and some examples shown.
Back to the layer Actions available in PitStop
Flattening (Removing) layers in PitStop (with options explained)
Standard Layer Action Lists – Isolate versions explained
Add Punch holes to a Layer
Preflighting Layer functionality
- Preflight Profile
Using layers to make Action List selections easier
Actions to adjust/correct layers
Actions to check layers
Discussion about layers and the use of layers in modern production workflows
Recap on some of the default Layer based Actions
Customer question: How to duplicate a page(s)
- Using an Action List to automate duplicating a page using copy/paste
- Must aways run in sequence
Customer question: Can the repeat number be a variable?
- Yes, and a quick overview of the options in ‘Repeat’

